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The Project of a Secret War in Rumania.

•

Reasons 

1. The causer of the Anti-Soviet War 1941 - 1944.
On 22 J'une 1944, Fecauee of the following reasons, Rtimanis
declared War ouly to the URSS:

s. To free more than 4,000,00Q-Humaniane trapped
in the historical Rumanian prod:noes , BASSARABIA and NORTHERN
B7CovINA, annexed by Russia in 1940. -

•

b. In order to defend the Christian Western civiliza-
tion from the Communist danger as it was done with success
in 1919 when the Rumanian. eliberated HUNGARY from the BELA-
KUHN Bolshevio terror.

2. The Armistice with the Allis.. Rumania broke its
friendship with Germany and joined the Allies after being
promised that the principles of the Atlantic Charts would be
respected in its entirety. They wares

a. That the georgraphical boundaries will remain
the same as on 1 March 1938.

b. That the country will be free to elect its own
Government, without any foreign interference.

c. The respect of the "human right".

3. Consecmences of the Armistice with the Allies; 

The Armistice promised and guaranteed by thp Western
Anal was not respected by VMS, and consequently transformed
in an unconditioned capitulation, which led to the following
consequencest

a. After 23 August 1944, the date of the Armistice,
URSS took a number of 380,000 prisoners - Rumanian soldiers and
officer., ith the 'whole armament and equipment, and deported
them to 6BSS to hard labor. Most of them are there up till
the present time. This information was taken from the files
of the Statistical Sedtion of the Rumanian Chief Staff when
the *latter was not completely taken by the Agents of the VMS,
and presented together with documentary proofs by the Rumanian
organization of Resistance to fleneral Schuyler, Chietof the
American Vilitary rission, Allied Control Wommission for
Rumania. This Ives done in 1946.



b. Hundreds of thouernde of Rumanian citizens, men,
women end children were eported to URSS and put to hard labor.

c. The installation by VASCHINSKY, URSS Minister of
Foreign Affairs, of a Communist Government, against the will
of the nation, and the expel of His Majesty the King, MIHAI I.

d. Maltreatment and execution of many thousands of
women :And men by Soviet troops.

e. Sending to the hard labor of the entire social
class of intelectuals, ex-officers and employee. For instance,
this class was used in the construction of the Channel Danube -
Black See. Up till now more than 60,000 persons died from hard
working, exhaution, starvation and illnesses.

f. The Red Regime in Rumania determined a fiziologic -
al decay of the nation, especially among the ymath, because of
malnutrition of the entire population and lake of medical and
sanitary assistance in fighting the deseases brought by the Red
Army.

g. The Rumanian Church was transformed into a mean of
political propaganda and KOLINiORM's informative service. The
priests resisting this action were arrested and Executed.
According to the statistics in Vatican, only in TRANSILVANIA,
one of the Rumanian provinces, all the bishops and a number
of 1,700 priests were arrested and executed.

h. The political parties were disolved and their
leadera arrested, as it happened with Iuliu maNru, the most
prominent political personality, who died in winter of 1950
after having been dragged from a prison into another.

I . The economy of the country has been arranged in such
a manner that the Rumanian manpower and natural resources are
continuously exploited for the Soviets benefit, and the majority
of the agricultural and industrial products are sent to DUB,
while the Rumanian nrtion is deprived of its rights.

j. The Rumanian Army was "purified" and deprived of
its best elements, who had been replaced by Russians, strangers
and common criminals, thus becoming a tool of the URSS.

k. The proprietors of real estates have been deprived
of their property, arrested aud deported, while the peasants
have been forced by means of terror to work in Iblhoses, thus
becoming slaves on their own grounds.
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1. The individual liberty was abolished entirely,
and the present Rumanian Government, publishes this fact with-

'out any shame. A "law" which appeared in December 1950, gives
25 years of hard labor to those persons who listen to the bred-
castings of the "Anglo-American Imperialists".

These flag ant unrespect of "the human rights, accorded
by the Atlwitic Chart to all the nations, and also included
in the peace treaty with Rumania, was protested by England and
USA. The diplomatic "notes" sent by these dountries did not
have any other-result but show the impotence of the Big Western
Powers to respect their signatures, thus increasing the terror
of the Rumanian nation, left at the Soviet discretion.

PRESENT SITUATION IN RUMANIA

In Rumania, at the present time, through a constant use of
the country in UESS favor and the rationing of all alimentary
productes, the personal storages are oompletely anihilated. An
average permon in Rumania does not posses .ore food than it is
necessary ft a day living, and even this is reduced to a maxim=
of 1000 calories. Any Mod reserves could be stoked by buying
it on the black market at derisive prices, what is absolutely
impossible for those whose income is only a small salary or Who
is not a member of the Communist Party , Army or Police. Applying
the system of forced "collections" of grains, meat, Vegetable.,

' milk, and of a severe control of the entire agricultural and
animal products, through framing the farmers in "folhoses", the
Rumanian population lives in a constant state of hunger. Clothing.
and dhoes are destroied: the simpliest medicaments are missing
from the market: there is neither hard fuel nor refined petrol-. .
turn.

The aoral state of Rumanians follows closely the material
one: arrests, executions, deporting, hard labor, measures of -
police control and those of the Communist Party, created a state
of an undescribed terror. In order to get more information on
population, the Communist Government, either forced or paid
informers and installed them on greets, blocks, houses and even
apartments. The military personnel is subject to the same
.control. The lack of any interest on the part of the Western
countries increases the suffering of the Rumanian population and
leads toward despair.

Consquently, the Rumanians believing the Western Powers
that kite principles of the Atlatic Chart will be respected,
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are now in such a state of misery and deprivation, that
they see that their salvation could come only out of a war
between the URSS and the rest of the world, a war which
would eliminate the Soviet domination and return them their
freedone. Por this purpose, the Runanians are ready to
help the '.;estern nations, egpecially the USA in whom the., see
their salvation, with all their possible means, even at the
cost of their lives.

EI-LEMEMILIZAM

Prom a strategic point of view, the territelly of Rumania
is a hinge between the BLACK SEE and BALTIC SEE. -.The territory
of Rumania is also en exit for the Red Army towards the Rel-
ease, Tricot and Central trope.

• The territory of Rumple is the base of eupplisi in
food, earburents, forage and slaves for the Red Axaj, "'in the
event it will operate in the South-Eastern part of.3.rope.m•

The territory of Rumania could furnish a member of
2,000,000 orsoldiers, who,.i. instruot4d am:lording to Soeit
psychologieeImethods, would tight against the West. this
could be resedleAby our interference on their minds and harts
with the weapons of a seoret war.

It is on the Rumanian territory that 1DEIN/ORE has its
center of the Communist psychological war.

Therefore, because of tie above mentioned rotations, Mt:

411L711n* * .i1"7-L17.4:1F1,15317111171.3-1111754110 Tau 1- f

5213 NECESSITY OP A SECRET VAR. 

The principle problem of the URS8 is exposed by LENIN in
1921 in one of his speadhes:

The existence of the BESS will depend on' the results
of the Tar which sooner or later will start beteees
the ORBS and thereat of the world, and at the end of
which the URNS will either dominate the whole world
or disappear completely.

•
,	 This oondition, either of death or life of the pass,
inpregnatee and determined the entire URSS activity. For the
past 31 years that country is not doing anything else but.

-4-
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increasing its war potential. This effort is pushed towards
maximum of produotion in order to solve the above mentioned
Lenin's dole= smocessf4111. In applying the most suitable
strategic doctrines, the URRS increases both its effective
forces and production of armamOpt.

Analysing the actual conception of the use of strategy
in MSS, the following is deduced:

a. The rules 'of the olussical Occidental
strategy oombined with

b. Asiatic traditions, dating from the campaigns

i adoptted from the first category, end it is:
It could be noted that two prinalpes have been especially

of the Mongol OMMOI8-211AM

1 -
2 - 	 Vation of Toro= 

with its results:

1 -
2 - MOIL of the adversary forces. 

The =void category was illustrated clearly in the declara-
tion of the threellg Soviet strategists:

General SWEROHIM
Marshal Mloolay MOM!!
MA0-121-2010	 •

!or instincts general IMMO= (diseased in 1945)1 en-
professor of strategy and Chief of . lbe War Amedemy in Miaow,
then Chief:of the Meneralltaff of the Red Army at The time of •
the last kat ler, mays in his manual of strategy:

.	 .
•The IspOriallitiii countries ill be shaken by the
Red Away 1/he On 'apple tree full of sett= traits.

Marshal Iloolay EUIMANII, a number of POLITIORO, en-
minister of Mar aid presently assigned by POUTS= with mordima-
ties of all Military Pore= in URA44 bid in mortar or limos	 •
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Same MarchEl Nioolay HULGANIN declared in winter of
19501

' "We have br now a milit	 d ct e ooa1ete1
new. nd we sunoose ths we will never asks y
use of a 00nnOn Mr • 

These declarations and instructions show the Asiatic
conception of the "	 1.:27applied on a large soale
700 years ago by G

,17-iT4111-EltirrICiFriarrrn •
08	 On	 •	 US . y ,	 0	 UM.

Even after the defeat of the mammy, GENGIS 1HAM used same
means of "lines of interior" in order to facilitate the advances
of Singel hordes.

At the present time, at the famous "LEWIN" Paoulty for
'formation of Western Communist G: yups, as well as at the =s-
loes famous Faculty "SON-YAN-SEE" for formation of the Asiatic
Communivt Groups, both in URSS, the new doctrine mentioned by
Marshal Ailganin is instructed from enamel of it60-21111-2UNG,
en authority in this method.	 4

The results of application of this "New Doctrine" are
evident. Per instance the sitnation in INDOCHINA; CHM,
IOREA, PHILIPINES, SIAi, MALRZIA, INDONESIA. Very soon same
wall)* established in IRAN, and preparatives are being nods
to bring INDIA, PAKISTAN, ONION and ERIMANIA to the same point.
That is speaking only of the Asiatic sectors. A little different
variation of this method is applied to the Western part of
Europe.

Thum far we can establish that the inatillyn and the
success belong to URSS, which by means ofTh —lee lnelbode and in
conformity with the classical occidental strategy, has harnessed
millions of people to its carriage of expansion and manipulates
tWma all over the worlds in IDR2A, the Area of FORMOSA, INDOCHINA,,
TIBET, EASTERN GERMANY, SATELIT COUNTRIES having the oommon
boundaries with JUGOSLAVIA.

In this way; the UROS, indirectly and using the satelite
forces obtained through GENGIS-KAHN I s method, and While its cam
ones are centralised and intact, has created to many centers of
absorbtion of the free world power as it was mentioned above
and is dividing and spreading them oontinously at big distances.
(At the present time France has 10 divisions in INDOCHINA out
of a total of 12 divisions).

In the mean time, the URSS, because of its central posi-
tion allowing the oentralimation of armed forces, despite of

- 6 -
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its bed road conditions is able to throw, at a crucial
moment, hundreds of divisions on the principal theater of
war, where the defense of the free world would be reduced
tot

1

a formula in which n would be equal to the number of diverting
theater created by The 'new doctrine', what leap. thedeffenee
(1) in all cases inferior to the attack.

The following hypothesis should also be taken in considera-
tion. In case the MSS succeeds. to attrack the majority of
the free world forces an the diverting Asiato4ftropean theaters,
the final and decisive blow will be given in the heart of the
Western Powers, and it is - rsA at home.

Considering both kinds or theater*, diverting sold principal
the 5th Columns will play an important part in the war. They
will conduct in the center of the free World a secret activity
of weekening and distruction of any resistance.

Row could the free world defend itself against an NIB 
earreesionT 

- There are two solutions,

a. A preventive wer which would hit the centers of all
MOO nets. This solution is radical, but for the moment cannot
be applied an the field because of 'democratic' reasons. -

b. A secret was in the interior of URSS and its satellite
by establishing of 'lines of interior' there, nines° which are
used with such • success by Moscow.

The general conditions on the territory of UESS andits
satelites offer much better grounds for a'seciet war than these
which the VASS is using in the center of the free world. (Ex-
ception should be made of the political domain). It is because of

Soviet brutal domination
General starvation wherever and whenever

the Communism and the Red Army appear
Suffering of the population transformed

into Soviets
Contrast between the nationalism and

Stalin's barbarism.

The traditions of liberty and religion are elements on
which a war behind the Iron Curtain could relay. They could
also start a fire in the interior of Stalinist fortress.

-7-
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Yrr-:. 'ore ths -RSS is scared of this kind of war in
its house mure tlan of anything else, and who happened to
live rnricr tie ::td Rcoime could malize the Soviet fear of
a nrsactior."

This deaely fear was' exprimed by LEVIN in 1921, when
the Anti-Communist partisan movements started spreading
over rcsAirA:

"We thould fear this tabotcm more than a fire, 
becante it could destroy us.' 

At the actual phase of the political situation, the
starting; of this fire "at home" , of which the URSS is so afraid,
would absorbe a 1...:rat number of armed and police Russian
forcer. In the moan time it will increase their piyahose of
being destroied and also [-Ave hope to the dominated nations.
These two elementa are essential in a possible paralysis of
the URSS offensive mechanism, and in the case of an "old
fashined war" could be one ot the agentt of the free worlds
victory over the !MSS.

BASIC IDEA OF ACTION 

Which is the principe #1 whien should lay at the base
i of the entire action of a Secret War in Rumania?

The mercantile principles used by the Anglo-Americans in
almost all their actions of a secret war behind the Iron Curtain
gave little result, and with the increase of the Red terror,
they would give even lees, nobody being willing to risk his
life for money.

Sittmtion being such, the secret war in Rumania should be
. based an the principle of a' national war. The idea of being
, freed from the Soviet domination and being able to lead a normal
Christian-Social life I. aiming millions of people. Out of this
number, as many members for a .secret Anti-Communist activity
could be selected as it would be necessary.

he temper of a Rumania allows him to suppress his instiot
of conservation and makes him to :71.ve his life easily for the
benefit of his natior and country. Thus the complexety of •
secret war in umania should be relayed only on Rumanians led
by an ideal. Thit ideal should be personified by people known
to them, existing, symbols of a national battle of sliberation

. and benefit of the country, sources of normal democratic life.

/

'And they could only bet His majesty tpa Ting. jffimmtniALSWIrala

I

1 desi9;s4e1Wan_KiNoraiiiiiiihoppoWind • who are old anti-
! Communist combatants. -	 ' "

- s -



, It is imperative then that at the beginning of the seret
aotl7ity in Rumania, a carmine orranization of 'resistance 

, shou,14 be ertabliabed, without any infiltration by the Agents
of tue uRSS: such an organization is aftuslly existing at the
piesent time, and needs only material means to flurish and
start the mentioned activity in the interior of Rumania Ape
among the Rumanian emigration.

We halm in Rnaania and the Western Europe, at our di.-
pose' the best human potential formed out of persona selected
one by one, and observed for a long parlor od time.

The development of the war would be made under the direct
supervision of a notorious military person, general.	.
assisted by a competent staff.

-
A secret activity in Rumania, .,e,_AILLem_g

an independent RmmoisnactionLhas-4AftTtli-lidif~----f-&--the
ITSA.

a. A complete covering of the USA. Even in seise of an un-
cover, the URSS would not be able to find any reasons to protest
at UR, neither to conduct a propaganda against that country.

b. The persons selected for this activity will dash forth
willingly, sacrifying their own interests and bringing ell their
tenacity, because they will know that they are malbers of the
Rumanian Resistance.

SECTION; OP THE SZORET WAR .

Informative Section
Counter-Informative Section
The seotiOn of the psychological war..
Section of Sabotage
Partisans' Section
Radio Section
Laboratory.
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INFORMATIVE SECTION

;ntosuatip

ORGANIZATION:

The multiple infouptive nets will be based on the human
pptentiel composed of OlUpersonal friends, well trained in
their profession and whIrOooperated with us in the secret war
when I was in the servioe OE 'NA in Rumania.

Every net of informplion will have ite ramification among
old friends and relatives,'Ill . of them well controlled, thus
forming groups of activity Which will exclude the possibility
of an adversary infiltimtili or treason.

.	 , ..	 ,.•
The organigatiOn end. OSistano• of every not, will be based

on its possibility of intoastiom, applied from OSSO to case
according with the ev011etitimituation Id Ihneenini All the
leaders of the nets of onr : hismalt potential 400.4004Limpeiler...4cd
persons in the oontgratits-aorki, and mill laprov“t mere by
our erperienies and lessons deduced from the fonotiOniug of the
entire organisation.	 .	 .

.	 .	 ..	 .
The chief of every net will have a descending liaison to

the members of the net t but they will not have say liaison among
them, and Inoue of existnnee of such among them (friendship,
relationship) they will-methnow that they are activating in
the same net end will not knee the ascending liaison to the
OW.

The members of the net sill deposits the collected material
into old or new moil homes, *ere it Will be *eked up by the
.Chief, who in his tura willoti0Orlinate and prepere .She necessary
information for the Oember,2411k*Miatletl ' :1111. Poet

ugh a centralising	 :	 there At till' *	 upArad

tlir
°MI, in secret ink, Mi

Sill
orofiln,

box, 
Or	 .41i.r. Alimans", or

thro
frowhy a "oolleotoe, and then sent li the 04Mter, either with
ocariet, by radio or spesisl means, etc..	 ...

-:11he members of a net will be of two categories:
a. of infiltration, who are in the interior of the

objeotive.
V. senergl,:who perform the exterior observation of the

objective and follow the suspects.

-10-



Because of the ncture of the work, there is not queation
to organise any informative net in accordance with a speciality
(military, political, etc), but in the interior of a net, every
member will work in his speciality, in which he is working
effectively, allowed by the Government. This system has the
following advantages

a. The members cannot be suspected in their work then
they are smiting a problem of their assigned duty.

b. The collection of information is ma& easier.

c. The information are true, coming from their originatin'
SOUTCE.

No information will be sent to the Center unless verified
by the Chief of the net. The information pertaining to a
speciality will be marked so in order to be controlled .by the
Center through other channels.

Every net will have its inactive doublers, which will
enter into operation only in oases of

a. When the activity of the net was enamored.
b. In the moment of concentration of forces

•	 c. At the beginning of the war

The ideal informative system is then when the informants
are spread throughout the whole enemy Government complex, but
the reality requires the limitation of vital points. In this
way the following objectives are reached:

MILITARY:

1. The 1TRSS 	 Oily many exterior observations oeuld
be made because of the impossibility to perform an infiltration
therein. Still some information coulkbe obtained from the
combined Soviet-Rumanian services 011014) in the dommill as
oil fields, transports, food supplies,  rough materia1s, aeon
industry, requisitions, loading. This information mild also
be obtained from the Rumanian personnel employed by the UN88
Army.

2. The BUSSUillA Army. 

The human potential which we possess in the interior of th
Rumanian Army allows us to form some centers and units in the
different branches of the Army.

The genera informants will complete the work of infiltra-
tion and will verify the obtained infoimation.



ECONOLY:

Through infiltration and exterial observation:

a. The ministries of economy and industry
b. Commistions for planning and operation.
C. Centers of production and repartition.
d. Pinance institutions.

I. Industry:

a. Oil
b. Heavy industry
c. War industry
d. Chemical industry
e. Alimentary industry
f. Medical industry

Laboratories for production of serums and vaccines, both
human and animal, ahich could man virus-oultures for the
purpose of a war.

POLITICAL:

Through infiltration and exterior observation ofi

a. Communist party sod its annexes
b. The Government complem..
c. IDWISPORM	 .
d. Professional organisations
e. Moral state of the population
f. Different religions

TRANSPORT - COMMUNICATIONS:

By infiltration and exterior observation the following
data oould be obtained on geographical ponditioas, structure,
utilisation and deffenos of:

Railroads, deposits., stations, flights, infrastruc-
ture, rolling material, ports, oil reservoirs, struts -
goal roads, bridges, viaducts, floating bridges.

Regulators of the railroad circulation
Traction situation
Movements of fluvial and maritime ships
Pipe-lines: ramifications, pump stations, debits, kind of

the pumped material.

- 12 -



The compelled transports effected by the farmers by
carts.

The transports effected by means of Governamental truck,
or privately owned auto-vehicles.

TELECOMUNICATIORB:

By infiltration and exterior observation ofs

a. Radio-transmissions in telegraphy'
b. •	 a	 in telephony
c. The automatic and manual telephonic centers
d. •	 0	 ."	 •	 telegraphic centers.

Aerial cables, underground mad underfluvial cables for tele-
phone and telegraph.

ITITEOROLOGT:

Through a direct obstrvation and by means of a special
/technical equipment, the meteo situation of every day. At the
request, the radio transmission of daily mete° situation.

The basic materials sletobes'of barracks, airports,
ports, eto., regulations, important document', will be for-
warded to the center through microfilm, using the 'special
.sesne or lines of mutters.

During the actual period and as long as the present situa-
tion of control and limited restrictions will is t, the
current reports will be forwarded to the Center through the
Post Office, in writing with a wet ink, and through especial
MOSUe.

radio will be used.forwarding by couriers and
Darin the period of increassof restrictions in Rumania,
the 

In case of war and as long as it will last, the radio
liaison and adequate 'special means" will be used.

Beery net will be provided with the addresses of receiving
centers beyond the Iron Curtain fors •

a. Porwarding of the material
b. Alarming

Also the addresses in Rumania for:

- 1, -



a. Reception of instructions
b. Pinenoing
c. Entry into a partisan organisation in oase

of discovery.

SUPPLY:

Every net will possess:

a. Clear and precise instructions on the kind of work
to be perforued.

b. The secret ink and developer
c. Photo ousera, agent's type, with nsoessary films

reserve.
di The cifre assigned to that net.
e. Radio, agent's type for liaison with the Center,

with adequate reserves in batteries and lampes.
f. Pinanoial means, sufficient to last at least three

months.

0omint-monrwrz8BOTICW 

An informative raulfloation as strong as it oould be, is
.almost impotent and could be easily undersized and destreied.
if it is not well deffended. The offensive system of the IEWD -
is so subtle and po infiltrated in the West that its identifies....

'ition and anihilation is tie main condition of emistmeezza
•functioning °f an secret war organisation.

C.I. should activates

a. In order to defend the whole oomplem of informative
!activity and to be able to control the adversary, it le imperati
Ito work in Offensive, by teohnioal and tadtlea,mweits, inetwm0-.
ttion of basis personnel and of that used in the nets.

b. In soffsgpivel by attacking the adverse informative
system, both in Enmenia and in the West.

DEEENSIVE:

Center. The center could be established aocording to two
'systems.

•

1. Centralised into a big building, with Many exits on
various streets, oovered by a commercial firm, a press agency

- 14 -



or of navigation, etc. This system will permit a quick work
but presents a disadvantage of being easily uncovered and then
. it is difficult to deffend.

2. Oonscirative. by dividing the organisation in isolated
•venters in accordance with sections and fundtions, and spread
over atom or a sons. This system does often delay the work
;because of the lack of a qui:A:liaison, but it assures their
'existence and thadeffence.

We have chosen a mint system, i.e. combined of the two
mentioned above.	 .

a	
center.Every residence is deffended in

ways	 .
•

-
Technlogl: The defence of the building by alarming

system and an anti-efraotionist look systel.
!	 Dogs.

,actical. Identification of neighbors, daring
May-light.

Duty agent in every building
Instruction, ironing and training of the

j.ployees as a fighting unit in oase of an attaok.
The use of the telephone 	 -

The personnel of to residence will receive
special OLI instructicm to behave in:

a. in the binge
b. on communication roads

d. old and new relations•
o.	 placespublic

e. oorrespondenoe1

1
The 0.1. will perform a discreet observation of all members.

correspondence,rrespondence, telephone conversations, psycholo-
oal reactions in difference oases).

•
The	 wne sone or to of central residence is under the

follorte.I. action:

a, The control of the Ronanisn oolonie
b. •	 "	 " " refuges

i•, C. Identification of the IbUle111111 . informative
Organization.
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d. Identification of the KOkINFORM activity, in
what the supplying of Satelits is concerned, with rough strate-
gical materials received via PRIEST, and financial support of •
the Communist parties in the West. In PRIEST we are already
in possession of a con rol net of the above mentioned activity,
and according to the means we will receive, we could extend this
net all over the Europe.

gnes of Corug:::lones The line followed by the couriers
from our agency	 a will pass through Jugoslavia.

Technics Every travelling member should be supplied
with adequate papers.

Addresses of shelters in case of emergency.
Equipment of the travelling megber in accord-

ance with the local surroundings.

Tectios , Instruction of the travelling personnel,
(language, customs, how a control is performed in the trains,
cities, villages, etc.)

Special instructions in case of being
followed or -arrested.

u	 Between Jugoslavia end Rumania:
Imago.

The equipment of the travelling members
with technical means of orientation and deffenee.

CamouflatIng equipment (For winter and summer).
Instruction of the travelling members

on border deffeileftsts of observation, patrols, impediments,
mines, towers of observation).

Supplying of the travelling personnel
with necessary documents for the respective sones.

•

la.ihnuogia

in ss000rdanoe wligatta

with documents necessary
tion of their travel, in

Equipment of the travelling members
surroundings.
Supplying of the travelling personnel

for their identification and 3ustitioa-
Rumania.

Tactios , Instructions on last control police
methods in trains, on main roads, cities and villages.

Instruotions in case of being followed
InstruOtion how to transport materiel.or arrested.
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Nets The C.I. will instruct its personnel of all
kind of nets in the following ways: by personal instruction
and by general regulations.

• during the work at home
▪ in case of being followed
▪ in case of arrest or perquisition.

Communication of all latent measures of police
control in Rumania, previously obtained by the offensive nets
of the C.I., and the corresponding tactic of defiance.

Offensive. 

The C.I. follows the system exposed in the
INPORRIMMON, i.e. based an the nets of cooperators,
relatives, old and controlled friends. Existence and conspiracy
are assure by applying classical rules combined with the supplen-
ess at the ID or Red Polioe attack, deffering from case to case.
The personnel of the Counter Information will :votive same C.I.
information and instructions as all the embers of all nets of
this section, combined with tie instruction pertaining to their
field of work.

C.I. is working offensively in two spaces:

In RUmania and in West.

In Rumania: C.I. nets activate by observing exterior
objectives:

a. General police measures
b. Control of the population (Identifica-

tion documents)
0. Living spaces.
d. Control on the roads
e. Controa on borders

The deffence of the whole C.I. personnel is made by:

Technical: The supplying of the personnel with identifica-
tion documents and documents allowing them to enter into con-
ditioned zones. These could be obtained either in Rumania or
manufactured by the center.

Arming of the personnel.
Conspirative addresses in case of being followed

or arrested.
Tactic: Insturotion of the personnel:

Per: personal behaving
behaving in houses

on communisation roads
• at the Communist assembles.
• during an exteior work
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f. Control of the industrial zone
g. "	 " " military
h. a	 in the streets
J .	"	 of block-houses, apartments
i. "	 of Government offices
k.	 "	 industries, oolhoses, etc.
1. Agricultural, zootechnical control

The C.I. nets will activate by lUiltratiog, using our
human potential Which should be reactivatid in the interior
.of the Rumanian organipstionss Ministry of Interior Polioe
Security, Secret Service, Rational lilies,Ramenith Iray, the
Industrial Police of "110,1011", Rorie Sima's resistance formed
out of the legionaries, members of the MD police in Rumania,
the Informative Service of the Communist Poky and its annexes.

The objective of actions

a. Identification of personnel of all organisations
of security, police and control in Rumania.

b. Organisation of al/ police and control services.

c. Their methods of activity in order to uncover
and destroy the Western nets.

• The identification of the Rumanian Secret Service
organisation (residences, personnel) which instincts, forms and
sends agents to the West. Identification ar the agents sent
already and those who are on their way of instruction. The
desoovery of the Rumanian Secret Service lines, nets and
centers.

e. Special measures of security, control and verifies-

Raids
Control of °satin zones
Protection of the industrial zones
Protection of the military zones
Censorship
Control of thelephonio conversations
Control of the clandestine radio *omissions (gonio)
Measures against *resistance"
Control of prisoners and measures applied to them
Measures of forced labor
Systems of perquisition, following, erreets,

interrogations, terrorizing, etc.

f. Special meaGures which will be applied in case of

tions



an emergency state or war state.

In WEST: 

The C.I. nets formed of a haman potential of
the first class 're already installed and need only an aotiva-
tian. They are in: LONDON, PARIS, ROME, TRUST, ADTRIA in
its etirety, the Western Germany.

Oblective: 

a. The control of the Rumanian emigration,
identification of each person.

b. Close observation of all kind of infiltration
in the center of emmigration.

c. Discovery of agents of the MPD and Rnmanian
Secret Servioe, Who operate in West disguised in Rumanian
emigrants, and esoeciallY Protected and accredited as Wag 1
SIMA's Legionaries. 
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TYE PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE

In the Psychological Warfare, by using physical and spiri-
tual weapons, we aim at

I.- Destruction of enemy's moral

II.- Support, consolidation ind orientation of own .troop
and population', moral.

In both cases there arempecifio targets to be reached.

The weapons used in the Psychological Warfare are:

Informatio#

Misinformation

Diversion -

Alertness

Pessimism

Terrorism

Idealism	 •

Materialism'

Challenge

Demonstration of force

The use of each of the above mentioned weapons is conditi-
oned by:

1) Desired results

2) Psychology of those concerned

3) Geo -Physical oonditiOns of the moment.

4) Prediction of enemy's reaction

The above four variable conditions should be adapted to
the General Operation Plan.

General Rule, in Psychological 'Warfare:

a.- rho best results will be obtained when aiming at
the human affeotionsthan human logic

b.- The crowds, meetings, are the best fields for
•	 applying to human affection with the beat remits.

( panic, enthusiasm, etc. )
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The °Pensive Psychological Warfare will give the
best results when a smile idea is applied to a
human crowd.

The single idea will penetrate with higher efficiency
in the subconscious of an iudividual if received from
various sources at short intervals.

The applied idea 'Should have a reliable background
and easy to be appropriate by the simplest intel-
lectually minded individual.

The applied idea should be formulated in a brief
form in popular language, without "literary style"
or "argumentatior.

To get the best results the Psychologic Ofensive
should be repeatod by pointing the same idea untill
it penetrates and is carried out.

Any manifestation of Psydbologic Warfare toward
masses, or individuals should contain:

1.- a single central idea

2.- a olgar c000lusion that in the mean time is
a stimuloot for action.

1.- The effects of the Payohologic Warfare are increased
if helped by demonstration of force. 

Analyse of Weapons

INFORMATION.

a.- /husky's Information.

Consists in keeping the t
on topics or En2, events
Enemy r

roop and population informed
that are concealed by the

1.- Inferiority in ordonance equipment, productios
strength, QM.

2.- Military and political failures

3.- Human and material losses.

4.- Comparation of living standards.

5.- The fate of MOSCOW's servants.
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b.- Own party's Information

The same as above, par. a.- plus

1.- Preparation of the Free World for
liberation ofoountries under the Soviet

2.- Acknowledgment of sufferings and sacrifices
of anti-soviet fighters.

MISINFORLATION

a.- Enemy's Misinformation

Consists in passing the Enemy, through oonspirative
ohannels, false information as to &domino the
Enemy to take actions desired by us.
The misinformation is a ,goiwnot , covering the entire
field political end strategical of an snaky coutry.

b.- Own party's Misinformation
Consists in concealing the importance of our failures
or attenuation of our weakness. Should be applied
with psychological

I DIVERSION

a.- Consists in concentrating the enemy's political,
police and security strength in one or core
operation theaters,to keep those forces out flif
real operation theater and to let the enemy's forces
feel frustrate.

manna
a.- Consists in spreading outomong the enemy, news as

oonoernink an imminent political, military or
economical catastrophe, and to determine panics and
contusion.

YESSIMISK

a.- Consists in convincing the individuals in the enemy's
op, that their straggle is useless, their chiefs
are unable and sorupleless, and showing them the way
to desertion by stimulating the self-preservation
instinct. In the same way they can be shown how to
turn against theyr former masters ( police, politics),
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TERRORISM
a.- Consists in threatening a certain group of individuals

of the enemy's camp, ( officers, communists in key
positions, police members,eto . ) supprimposing for
better effect demonstration of force. The corolary of
terrorism is the oonditionsd pardon if the threatened
individuals accept to cooperate in our side.

IDEALISM

a.- Consists in a general call on the basic sentiments to
be found even in the simplest individuals

1.- Religion

2.- Freedom

5.- Family

4.-.Nationalism

5.- Justice ( social, etc )

1U.TERIALISM

M. Consists in a general call on the lower moral aims of the
individuals s

1.- Property ( for Rumanian peasantry the land )

2.- Contort

katerial security ( economic stability )

4.- Material progress.

CHALLENGE

a.- Consists generally in measures taken by us to which the
enemy will respond with counteraction desired and
Wourale toLus only. Our actions should previously
througay analysed.

' . DE6iONSTRATION OF FORCE

a.- Consists generally in actions reflecting our power in
the imagination of masses, or individuals.

• Those actions will reflect our strength as a whole and
in particular cases will aim at sfecific effects from

• the side of certain groups or individuals.

We demonstrate our force

4.- By keeping the masses informed with real facile con-
sumed within their area,thus showin •that we are well
informed even in the minute details.
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2.- Extermination,with public advertisment, of Communist
unpopular leaders. ( ANNA PAUXER7 PETRE GROZA, police
officers, political advisors, etc. )

3.- By blowing up monuments of *km Soviet or Communist
significance. ( for'instance the Soviet Soldier's
memorial, in Pinta Victoriei, Bucharest )

4.- By destruction of war industries. ( oil,amunition
dump, etc.. )	 •

5.- By dieplaing reel. tenoe flags or banners dn public
buildings, during communist meetings or official
visits.

6.- By auttAng off the power supply in certain areas or
of the entire ,csoital during ohoosen psyohologio
moments.

7.- By bomb attacks upon the residence of political
and governmental leaders.

etc.	 etc..

TECHNICAL MEANS OF THE PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE

a. - The technical mains used in the Psychological Warfare
are

1.- The Broadcasting

2.- The printed Material

3.- Written Slogans ( on walls, RR oars, etc )

4.- She word of Mouth

5.- The Threatening. Telephone Calls

6.- The Mail ( threatening letters )

7.- Dyes

8.- The Toxins

9.- The Explosives
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ANALYSE 0? THE TECHNICAL .MEANS. 

RADIO BROADCASTING.

a.- The lack of good receiver seterthe Soviet jamming of
undesired transmissions, penalty for these persons that listen to
"imperialist" programs ( 25 years jail ) and the low psychologio
techniques and programs of the BBC and Voice of America programs,
make almost uneffective the influence of Radio Broadcastim. 

TEE PRINTED MATERIAL

k TRIESTIv send them to Rumania and inskure their distribution in
a. - We have the possibility to print subversive sheets in

ft	 printed
Bucharest and in the country. The subversive sheets will be
printed on onion skin paper, to have a large number of sheets per
kilogram, will have as "Heading" the sign of the Resistance

: kovement and may have for the beginning either a proclamation of
! HIN.The Xing 

gA 
T I as an autograph, or a similar proclamation

F

made by the General X. The following issues will contain such
. material as required by the necessities of Psydhologic Warfare,
according to specific orders emanatig from a competent source.

l'	lines s

.	

.

b.- In Rumania our distribution net will operate on the
following 

'

; •

	

	 1.- Pasting the sheets, during the early hours, on walls,
RR cars, trams, etc..

2.- Dropping the sheets inside yards, post boxes, mail

1

	

	
3.- Dropping the sheets in empty trains before departure

boxes, etc.

from Budharest ER•Station.

4. — Handing the sheets, circulation.

5.- Nailing to known addresses ( Tp. directory )

6.- Dropping the sheets from specialy designed bacons,

	

provided with time release device, ( we have the 	 1
patent ) or from specially designed rocket.

0.- Por a large scale distribution we contemplated the
possibility of spreading out the subversive sheets from an air-
craft, privatelly owned, with noise suppression, deviating over
Rumania in a night flight from ROME to ISTANBUL.

d.- Prom our own experience we know that a single subversive
sheet is read by 50 or 40 persons, and if suitable for local
rcproduction,multiplied,and further processed by unknown patriots.
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A subvereive text that was spread in BUCHARE84only,
as 300 or 400 copies, was known to inhabitants of localities
as far as 2oo Kilometers from BUCHAREST in no longer than sevel
days.

e.- The best effect is obtained when the sentences are
short and the styli is rough concerning the communists. It is
indicated the use of cartoons with political wubjeot or with
any apropriate meaning as required by the moment situation.
( STALIN oppressing Rumania, a Soviet soldier stealing the
peasant's corn, workers exploited by Soviet well nurished exe-
cutives, etc... )

THE WEITT124 SLOCANS

a.- Shortly formulated slogans or marks of the Resistenoe
Movement, writteu or drawend with ohalk,when and wherever possible
Ruber stamps out other stamping devioes are indicated as well.
If the slogans or marks are plaoetein well ohoosen
they will be inspected by thaussm47individuals before removed by
authorities.

THE WORD OF MOUTH

a.- Information, Misinformation,eto. ,prudently disseminate4
! by the net Among peasantry and talkative population will give
' better results when amplified by the imagination of sash carrier.

THE THREATENING TELEPHONE GALLS!

a.- The telephone calls are effectuated,bi our agents, from !
coin telephones or public telephones and are used to threaten 	

1
high ranked officials,aslrovided Ity the operat4On olana, and
also for dissemination of Information and Misinformation.

THE MAIL

a.- The mail is used for dissemination of any kind of
Information and threatening as well.

DYES

a.- The dyes can be used as colorants for drinking water
with better results in small villages where it creates panic.
It is easy to operate with dyes and failures are scarce.
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b.- Dyes can be used for painting marks on the wale of
-high naked officials residences ihth threatening and panic
Affects and as a demonntration of force. Helps the population's
moral.

THE TOXINS

a.- The Toxins will be used, through conspiratave.channels,
for poisoning of undesirable communist . leaders and officials.
Simultaneous the event will be disseminated among the population
With the necessary explications. This can -be considered an a -
demonstration of force,disseminating panic among communists and
!strengthening the moral of population.

THE EXPLOSIVES

a.- Can be used for destructions
1.- of structures. ( memorials residences, offices

military installations, anintnition dumps etc. ),

2.- of individuals. ( undesirable communist leaders and
officials )

-b.- Such actions will terrorise the nese of communists end
will strengthen the population .* moral.

a.- the Psychologic Warfare can have in Rumania the following
: objects :

1.- The Masses
go The Enemy's Masse

11. The friendly Masse

2.-Various Groups

The Army:
The Soviet Army
The Rumanian (NPR) Army

( The Arms.. can be divided into : Int;
Engineers, Artillery, etc... )

I.



b.- The Workers

1 oil industries

2 Oommunications

2 mining industries
metallurgic industries

war industries

c.- The Peasantry -- considering the peychologic
oracteristios by regions --

d.- The diddle-Class Intellectuals

e.- The Memebers of Communist Party and/or
associated organisations.

f.- The limbers of ;Olio* Poroes.
g.- The Women -- mothers, wives, etc.--

3.z Individuals

a.- The individuals, *hen in-US interesting key-position
con be the object of Psy0hologio Warfare.
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....pertrIrer,rf

PRACTICAL ADAPTATION OP TECHNICAL MEANS AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL STAPONS.

e.- When the object of psychological warfare is a manse or
a group of individuals, there should be established a general
plan of action for every particular case, taking into consideratio:
the psychology and moral strength of the mentioned group.
Thus will be established the local and moment-conditions with
direct effect in choosing the technical means and psychological
weapons to be used.

•
b.- The local and moment-conditions of Avery interested •

,group will be known through the Information Net.
•0

c.- When the object of psychological warfare is a single
individual, there is necessary to study his personality as to
be Able to discover his vulnerability.
The following elements will be considered

1.- nationality

2.- sex

3.- age	 •

4.- social background

5.- educational background

6.- life history

7.- temperament

8.- health

9.- addiction to vice

The psychological warfare is not to be carried out by
"clertA" or diletantee and require from those concerned certain
quallilos as: intuition, ability, and spirit of action.

We have in our human stock, the necessary strength able to
fill the positions required by the planning and execution of the
psychologic warfare,with the best fitted personnel.
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THE SABOTAGE SECTION 

1. The Sabotage Section will operate on the following
. basis

a. -The moral sabotage

b.-The material sabotage

2. The moral sabotage consists of

a.- instigation among peasantry against official
dispositions for delivery ofcorn, etc.

b.- instigation among peasantry for hiding of corn and
other food stuffs.

c.- instigation of workers to tar over theyr work at a
low rate and altered quality.

d.- instigation of BR employees to jamm the BR traffio,
delays, etc.

. and 110 carried out by the SABOTAGE SECTION of the
Psychologic Warfare.

3. The material sabotage As carried out by the SABOTAGE
' SECTION, through Special4agd and esheloned
nets of other sec one, Information, Counter InforMallahi-A10.
The cooperation between various sections is made through
centralised channels paLx.

The actions will evoluate in three phases:

a.- The present phase

b.- The Mriegsgefehrsuitandt" phase

0.- The war phase.

4. TIL, orepent phese, consists in identification of
vulnerability oft military installations, telecommunications,.
industry, power plants, etc.. with the aid of various sections
and according to a plea of Sabotage Section.
Every target is throughly analysed by our spec:1'11ft: as to
determine the vulnerability and the effects of future sabotage.
For every target is established a particular sabotage method,
with the best effects, using the available technical means and
procedures. For every target, analysed as above, is assigned
the personnel, after completion of necessary training for the
particular case. Just before action is issued the sabotage
material: TNT, etc. etc.	 The action is determined by order
issued from the CENTRAL.

5. TOenriegggefahraustandt". The Sabotage groups or crews
start action as directed, by the established schedule.

6.: The war phasa. The Sabotage groups or crews operate
according to established schedule.
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PARTISANS SECTION: 

Composed oft
Headquarters at 'RVST,Aviths

Chief Staff
Selma ef cadres
Informative end commter-Tmformotive Beetling
Ends of sommunioatisn reeds, proper.

Rumanian Resisting Orr oemeelvod ',cording to its nets of
astivity.

The entire maple,* will be oemdmeted br General 

A special proSeet will make the shiest eft PARTISANS
SECTION.



THE RADIO SERVICE 

The Radio Service consists of s
a.- The Central Station TRIZSTE

b.- The Sub-Station AUSTRIA, D.P.

THE CENTRAL STATION TRIESTE

1.-Will be provided with

a.- 2 4a transcievers, A1,2,3, short waves

b.- 2 ea receiver sets, communication type, 51720

0.- 1 is Direction Winding .Installation.

2.-The above mentioned transcieiers will be used tor :semmuni•
:ration purposes with our net in Rumania and with the sp;5044.
Austria.	 •	 •

3.-The receiver 'sets will be used for monitoring parlOSis:
a.- broadcasting

b.7 radio-telegraphy ( police, army, secUrity. E14. et...
of transmissions originating within Rumatia..

4.-The Direction Pinding Installation will operate s1matp00,41.
with the Sub-Station Austria to determine the location:lit

a.- fixed installations of vulvas totu.

b.- mobile and transportable installations Of army,.:.miit

c.- location of oln transmitters inside Ramania.for,OI'i
VMS'. .

STATION AUSTRIA, D.P.

.	 be provided with:

a.- 1 ea tranOoiever, 411,2 13, short waves
" b.- 1 ea receiver set, comrunioation type,

o.- 1 on Direction !lading Installation:

I.- This Sub-Station is Mainly for D.P. purpose, and will
Reelvradi6 ciontact with ttronormay..

!

Ire have the necessary technical and operative personuel,:..with.:.:'
adequate training and capacity, for both stationa,', TRIEOTR-and-

44*tWisWaeiitljiwot•••"---

irAUS	 •
F
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THE LABORATORY

a.-

with the

The Laboratory will furnishe the following services'

1.- The tecnique of transmission and reception of
messages from and to our nets.

a secret inks, reactors, photo, etc..

b microfilm, aklargments

c camouflage of messages

3.- Preparation of papers, stamps, etc.

4.- Instruotion of personnel that 'head be familiar
techniques of secret inks, reactors, ‘ etc..

5.- Control. of intercepted correspondence.



PROJECT OF A SWOT WAR IN RUMANIA 

What has been accomplished.up to the present time. 

CHNTRAL MIMICS

The central residence should be established in TAHM,
where we are already in possession of some bases. Per insianies

Interregation Wootton, has been operating during 1950 with
the result !fteeptionalw in what the military domain and 'Secret
Servieei in Rumania are concerned.

The above mentioned section could perfemr the following jobs

a. Identification and detailed vorifisatien at all Rnmenian
refugees arrived in TRIMS via ageslavia. (It VAS established
that the CIO • TRUST has been performing this task very super'
fisially or at all; in most ef the eases it was limited only to
their registration).

b. Collecting of Informatics from the Rumenian refugees on
Rumsnh and JUgeslevis.

e. Same from Hungarian refugees.

• d. Hnlisting ef eentrolled Agents to be sent tp Rumania
and establishing of new lialsemowith this •oOntry. All of them
should be 'Asked up among the Rumanian refugees.

lnformation Sectiom Still in 1947 1948 we 'stab/imbed
many Informative nets whisk activated till the last days,
'imposed of 120 well trained and thoroughly shacked persons,
most of them being able to peas an infiltrating job or *sternal
observation.

beunter•lnformeileh Sedition. 

1. In THIRSTS - • venter of observatioa. Beenemical and
financial KOMINFORM organisations for supplying with strata Leal
rough materials USSR and its Retell!, by means of some It
aommsrieal firms in TRIRSTN and-ITALY, is eeeperatien with their
*enter in Vienna, are eentinueuely observed.

2. An •bservation center to watch a KOMINFCRM organisation
for financing the Communist Party in Italy.

3. An observation center to watch the se gments and financial
Jugoslavian erganisatisa financing the pelitioal Jugoslavian
activity in Italy and TRIESTE.
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We are in possessien of necessary means to extend the
activity pointed in 1. end 2. throughout %rope.

4. We have already an existing net all ever the Europe
with the main centers in LOODCM, PARTS, ROME, entire AMNIA
and Western GERMANY, to observe the activity of the INC6M9D
and the Rumenian Secret Service, the Agents of which are
operating in the Western part of swops, disguised in sem
political organisations of the Rumanian emnigration. (USIA
SINA I . party).

5. In 1947 1948 we established cur informative remitioa-
tions In the following Rumanian Services: SECRET 5E1WIO11,
SECURITY, NATIONAL MILITIA, Ministry of Interior end Oemnanist
Party.

RADIO - LIAISON. In Wes tarn countries we have in our
servarrien trained radio-telegraph operators and same d in
Rumania.

/.5.64105,16111 1lr+IL7 of.4wW3tU% We have already
04 4	 on s	 r a, pass	 through lhges,
slavia and reaching Rumania, which has been la.use during 1950.
On the Rumanian.lugoslavian border we have seaters of support
and slater for persons and material shipped for TR11821.

•
SABOTAGE* We have in Rumania enough people to start this aetivity.

PSYGNOLOGIOLWARI la the 'eaters 'countries, we have enough
plea, specialised in propaganda and teshales of a poyehelegleal
war.

'insole's of activity was granted to us by the highest
: leading circles et the Rumanian immigration In the essdust of

say settee against Soviets and Communiam . on the entire ammanian
territory, with their morel guarantee In front of the Inmanlan
nation.

PAETISAN3 (ristitsg ATI, We cooperate (we furnish informative
and cantor- fermatiVe °laical structure, poyeholegisal war
and liaison through Algeslavia) with the resisting organisation,
yet in its embryo-formation, conducted by General X .
and which could be developed throughout numania, If supported
financially.

TECHNICAL; We have in TRIESTE and rum personal liaisons with
speeialists and technical institutions, which would allow us to
manufacture in a secret manners

a. Identification decuments of any kind.
b. Material for • psyshelegies1 war (manifests, ete.)

3;



2. In Prance we have means t• manufacture Rumanian
banknotes

3. We have aooperaturs specialised in miere-photographl,
t. secret writing"- develsping, technis of sabetage.

4. In Western countries we haves
a. Officorsivilets, trained for planes with many meters
b. •	 • , engineers, speciality aere-teehnies.
e. Parachutists, elements of action IlOsiandou.

• OUR MIN POMMY IS RUMANIA. 

[i the tywi t 70 (Seventy) superior offisers, officers and nen-
commissioned officers, most ef them in the active in
different unit:, Chief Staff, war Aseasemy, it.. 

•part and folios Sonless 15 (fifteen) reliable persons in
astive serviee.

60 (Sixty) engineers, employees and %shale inns in
sad &mole's, Ports and uemmenication Serviees,

Oil and Armaammt lndhatrys 

50 (fifty) engineers and teehnielans in active •erviee.
• 2 (two) d•sters-beetereelegists, at the Establishment •
of serum and cultures in Butane,.

i ....ne1011.1...10.D.xitemu 90 (ninty) employees Ina save i•olai.

. 0	 st litrtyr 60 (sixty) nsairs of the damminist Party, OMB
of thaw meMbera since 1964.

OUR WESEMZET TRAINED TO BR

1. Ons reserve officer, speaking Russian, dermal, Rumodme
S. •	 •	 •	 •	 Serb-Crest and Rumanian
3. a	 111	 I	 *	 •	 II. # Mormon and

Rumanian languages, Ix-Agent of the Romanian Sereret Sem.'
4. One adjutant-pilet, speaking German, aingarlan and Ramanion.
5. One berder-officer, speaking Gorman, French, Rumanian.

Hungarian and Jugoslavian languages.
6. One non-esonissisned reserve officer, ex-agent of the

Rumanian Secret-Service, speaking Russian, German, Bangariai
and.Rumsnisn languages.
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PERSONNEL OF THE MAXN CENTIR

• Direction
1 	  University Degree ;emir,

40 years of age, reserve officer in aeroteohnie. During the
t Red Regime in Rumania had organized a resisting net all over
i Rumania and put it at the disposal of an USA Informative Service
, for a period of 2 years. Time of employment by an USA Mamma.

time Service - 4 years. During his servioe with the USA Forces
erganizaed centers of Secret Service in Rumania and lines of

Fwemmunioations with this country.
t-	 •

2. 	  University Degree, 45 years eld,
reserve offieer-pilet. Per 20 years had been in the 3OrTiO0 Or
the Rumanian Seeret Service as Chief ef anti-8eviet Section.
Worked together with the above mentioned person in RUMenia and
in the Western sountiles in the USA Service. Has 4 years of service
with the USA Forces.

Memberat , •
•

1 	  Active officer, 15 years of employment
in the Rumanian Secret Serviee; last years con gested an informative
'enter of USSR lines. Disposes of an informailve net of the
Rumanian Secret Berets' on the Eastern front, wnmania.

	  Comer of en .Impert4txpert firm and a
Maritime Amoy in TRUST, speaking 'many foreign, languages, with
big relations in eemmerical and manilla, world, both in Rumania
aid countries beyond the Iran Curtain.

3 	  Captain Chief Staff, recently arrived from
Romania, with knewlidge of the asival orgenization . of the Satelite
Armies.

.	 4 	  EIN■ssonseller of Imbassy, specialist in
problem if a psychological war, propaganda, eta. Big relation
with vatuan.

5 	  Active officer, leader of a vast*
•informative not activating in Rumania.

8. logineer •s-direster or • big petallurgleal
I Industry, Chief if the	 YOUTR PART! (Wm), well trained -
! in sabotage, psycholegitial vitro technical information.

7. In-officer in Security, specialized in prehleme.of
; the Communist secret police.

8. Officer, specialised in military informetism, in
silliest with an acting informative not in Rumania.

9. Off Leer-pilot, specialised increbleas of sarenautle,
' instructor of Agent.' activity. 	 •
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